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truth®

2002 - 2014 | LEGACY FOR HEALTH

CLIENT SUMMARY: truth® is a quality provider of facts and information. It's about
having all the information you need to make your own choices. It's about taking
control and not being just another faceless dollar in the eyes of the big tobacco
corporations. It's about 5 letters long and two of them are the same.
POSITION SUMMARY: Recruitment Manager + Crew Member
Over the past 11 years, I have worked with the truth® brand in many capacities. I
started out as a tour rider (crew member) and traveled the country for 2 years
spreading the message of anti-tobacco propaganda. On a daily basis, I interacted
with hundreds of youth (age 13 to 21) and managed promotional activities. I also
was the featured interviewee on the truth radio tour from 2002 to 2004.

During this time, I interned with Legacy For Health (then American Legacy
Foundation) for their first run of the Project 2030 research study. Project 2030
refers to the year 2030. Nearly five million people worldwide die every year from
tobacco-related illnesses. By the year 2030, the World Health Organization
estimates that figure will have risen to well over 10 million, if current trends
continue.
Moving forward, I played a very active role in the recruitment and training of new
tour riders for the yearly tour teams. The tour teams are the cornerstone of
brand’s grassroots initiative… the individuals on the teams provide a face and life
to the brand. I helped innovate the processes by creating a web-based digital
recruitment system and using my keen insight into sub-cultures to identify over
60% of the team members.
Throughout my professional relationship with truth®, I have worked with various
agencies, including GTM, the ad*itive, Arnold Worldwide and most recently
Encore.
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2002 - 2014 | LEGACY FOR HEALTH

SO KODAK
2010 | KODAK

PROJECT SUMMARY: While slowly loosing relevance among consumers and
support from retailers, Kodak was in dire need of a recreate their brand. The ask
was to make a 120-year old company (that was known initially for film and
development) relevant to urban youth and other popular sub-cultures. The result
was “So Kodak”.
The “So Kodak” campaign focuses on the "one-up" competition element of
swagger and cool. It supports Kodak’s effort to appeal to a broader target audience
of young, hip, socially connected urban consumers. The phrase “So Kodak” has
already been adopted into the urban lexicon as an adjective to describe something
hot, stylish and memorable. In short, “So Kodak” means photo-worthy. Strong
emphasis was placed on the African American and Hispanic/Latino demographic —
hence the campaign utilizing the appeal of endorsers Drake, Pitbull, Trey Songz and
Rihanna.
To bring “So Kodak” to life, we created twelve 15-second spots that we’ve dubbed
“Bragging Rights.” Taken together, the spots form a larger narrative – a friendly
game of "one-up" among the celebrity endorsers. The TV spots highlighted the
social media integration of the camera and showcased the popular urban
concept/meme of swagger. In addition, print/outdoor, social media and interactive
design was utilized to convey the “So Kodak” message.

SO KODAK
2010 | KODAK

SO KODAK
2010 | KODAK

POSITION SUMMARY: Creative
I created the general concept and execution for the "So Kodak" campaign. At
the time, the term "swagger" was being used all throughout various urban and
popular culture outlets, especially music. I explained that one of the
cornerstones of "swag" in urban culture is the desire to one-up (or outdo) others
in your circle. The concept began as a rivalry among a group that I deemed the
"Brat Pack"... Justin Beiber, Diggy Simmons, Jalen Smith and other teenage stars
who had access, money, fame and swag. The Brat Pack would engage in a
friendly battle of "Who has the best picture?", ultimately creating a content loop
with no clear winner, but showing the fun side of using the product. When the
campaign target changed from urban moms to urban males... we replaced the
Brat Pack with Drake, Rihanna and Trey Songz... with a last minute addition of
Pitbull to engage a Latino audience. The campaign focused on a swag
manifestation contest among celebrities via digital pictures. Interestingly
enough, Instagram became a social media hit after the campaign was launched.
I worked with Stanley Yorker and Daryl Cobbins for the pitch to Oglivy & Mather.

BE THERE

2008 – 2010 | SMIRNOFF

PROJECT SUMMARY: Smirnoff's goals were to generate awareness and
affinity for the Smirnoff Brand, and to make consumers look at the brand in
a new light. The "Be There" campaign was a unique opportunity to bring
original event concepts to life across the country. From New York to Los
Angeles, we customized experiences to tap into the unique personalities of
each market and connect with its residents.
In Los Angeles, which is known as a nightlife hub in the USA, we created the
"retro gaming" experience. The event featured classic game consoles like
Pac-Man and Galaga, along with live music from top local DJs and emerging
cross-genre pop music artists, Little Dragon. The highlight of the event was
the projection of retro games on the side of buildings adjacent to the
penthouse event venue.
In Austin, which is known for its artistic community and creative culture, we
created a "Sole Party" where consumers were able to listen to incredible
DJ's, see live bands, dip their feet in paint and dance all over a canvas dance
floor. And other similarly unique experiences were created for other
markets.
The content created on-site at the events were used by Diageo for future
advertisements. This rapid creation of advertising and speed to market
helped create an even greater connection to the brand. The social media
buzz was immense, with over 2500 RSVPs and 250,000 tweets per event.

VIDEO
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2008 – 2010 | SMIRNOFF

POSITION SUMMARY: National Grassroots Events Manager
My focus was event management, execution and promotion
for the duration of the campaign from 2010 to 2011. I coproduced events in Los Angeles CA, New York City NY,
Phoenix AZ, Tallahassee FL, Champaign IL and Austin TX.
Each event had a unique theme; some examples are "Retro
Sky-scrapper Gaming" in Los Angeles and "Neon Night Golf"
in Phoenix AZ. I was primarily responsible for grassroots
promo, social media outreach, staffing and reporting for the
event series.

LOST KEYS
2007 | NISSAN

POSITION SUMMARY: Project Manager

PROJECT SUMMARY: Nissan was looking for a unique way
to promote the Altima’s keyless ignition system… and the
“Lost Keys” campaign was born.
I project managed the "Lost Keys" promotion for NIssan via
GTM and the TRUE Agency. I deployed teams in 12 major
cities to drop more than 200,000 "lost keys" in high traffic
areas. The "lost keys" were mock sets of keys that had a
promotional message reading "If found, please do not
return. My Next Generation Nissan Altima has Intelligent
Key with Push Button Ignition, and I no longer need these".
The “lost keys” also featured a web-redeemable code that
allowed users to win up to $15 in free gas or a year
subscription to Vibe Magazine.
These 200,000 key sets were placed in popular nightlife
venues and other hot spots, giving the appearance that
someone lost their keys. My teams were essential in
determining and accessing the locations and gaining insider
access. Content was captured by the promo teams, along
with various internet mentions via popular social networks
(YouTube, FaceBook and MySpace). The authenticity and
precise execution lead to a highly publicized, award winning
campaign.

TREY SONGZ ALBUM RELEASE
2010 | TARGET

POSITION SUMMARY: Ideation + Event Production
I utilized my event planning and production background to
help produce this unique event experience. I wanted to
created a one-of-a-kind experience for Trey Songz and the
Target brand, to help them stand out amongst Atlanta's
cluttered nightlife scene. At the time, Ventana's was a
relatively new event space; only a few months old. I believe
the combination of the new event space and superior DJ
talent made the event memorable and successful.

PROJECT SUMMARY: Working with Project 2050, with just two
weeks to produce a signature event to celebrate Trey Songz’
exclusive Target CD release and maintain Target’s “Expect
More” positioning, the Hero team utilized all resources to
create a memorable event experience.
DJs Don Cannon and Martina McFlyy were featured talent at
the event. And throughout the night, various celebrities,
including T.I., Jazze Pha, Bobby Valentino, Nate Walka and
Jalen Rose, partied along side Trey Songz and enjoyed the
Target brand experience. Celebrity chef, Jason Ellis (of Hell's
Kitchen fame) created a unique culinary experience featuring
his original white chocolate and lobster dish.

VIDEO
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THAT’S NOT COOL

2009 | FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION FUND

PROJECT SUMMARY: The goals of this project for the Family Violence Prevention
Fund was to educate teens on how to identify digital abuse and to ultimately drive
traffic to the ThatsNotCool.com website.
We utilized an integrated non-traditional approach of in-market and online
marketing elements to engage the teen target on the issue of digital abuse. For 6
weeks, GTM conducted guerrilla media stunts to provoke new thoughts and initiate
conversations about digital violence. The stunts were conducted in New York and Los
Angeles. GTM hired 11 trained actors to perform skits on the key issues of digital
abuse—controlling, pressuring, and privacy. These skits engaged nearly 100,000
teens sharing knowledge and understanding of digital violence. Each of the 170 skits
performed were documented and seeded online to sustain the program throughout
the rest of the summer into fall.
The results were impressive... with nearly 100,000 teens reached on-site through the
performances skits... 90% of survey respondents visited the website as a result of
interaction with the field team.

POSITION SUMMARY: Social Media Manager + Internet Marketing Lead

THAT’S NOT COOL

2009 | FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION FUND

GALAXY NOTE
2011 | SAMSUNG + ESPN

PROJECT SUMMARY: Samsung partnered with ESPN for a
promotional campaign featuring the new Samsung Galaxy. The
ampaign focused on the content creation capabilities of the
device… with emphasis on the extreme sports community. The
website designed featured images from the popular sports subulture and offered a unique contest for users.
he main challenge was translating the web copy and assets
rom English into Spanish and Portuguese for the target
demographic.

POSITION SUMMARY: Web Developer
was the front-end developer for this web project, building the
website with HTML5 and PHP. My team executed all advanced
programming and back-end work. And we outsourced the
ranslation duties to a third-party.

GALAXY NOTE
2011 | SAMSUNG + ESPN

THE LOVING STORY
2012 | HBO

POSITION SUMMARY: Web Developer + Social Media Strategist
I performed the front-end development on a Facebook app using FBML.
The app gathered and featured user-generated social media content from
Twitter and Youtube. I also developed a social media outreach strategy
with the in-house HBO team.

PROJECT SUMMARY: HBO shot a human rights story about the Lovings… a
story set in the 50's about a brave interracial couple who lived in a
segregated Virginia community. The docudrama captured their fight to be
recognized as legally married. HBO needed to bring awareness to the
documentary and its airdate on the network. Original video content was
created and distributed via social media outlets as commercials for the
film. The videos featured modern interracial couples discussing the
benefits of the Lovings impact on the Supreme Court's decision to amend
the constitution and acknowledge interracial marriages.

REALITY TV CASTING
2011 - 2012 | SMIRNOFF

POSITION SUMMARY: Graphic Designer & Web Developer
As front-end developer, I designed and built a web-based
recruitment and review platform. The platform allowed
applicants to upload pictures and videos, along with links
to social media and other portfolio tools. Finally, the
website featured a back-end metric system that the client
used to review and track the applicants.

PROJECT SUMMARY: Master of the Mix is a reality TV
show featuring the country’s hottest DJ’s as they compete
for $250k. The show is based on increasingly difficult
tasks each week to test the contestants' technical skills
and ability to keep the crowd rocking all night long.
During pre-production for Seasons 2 and 3, Smirnoff
wanted to interact better with the national DJ
community. The brand wanted a site that would allow
users to post content and apply to be the "People's
Champ" for the upcoming season.

SAY “ROLLING OUT ”
2011 | ROLLING OUT

PROJECT SUMMARY: Rolling Out is the nation’s largest chain of African-American
newspapers, with a weekly print edition publishing 1.2 million copies in 19 of the top 25
African-American markets and a website receiving over 2 million unique views a month.
The Rolling Out event marketing is actively at events all over the country collecting data
and creating content. The brand wanted a mobile turnkey tool for capturing customer
information and uploading the data to a master database for market research use.

POSITION SUMMARY: Mobile Developer + Graphic Designer
My team created an easy-to-use iPad app that allowed users to input vital information
and picture content in less than 60 seconds. I performed front-end development duties
by designing the graphics for the app and coding the user interface.

PERSONAL PROJECTS
2011 - 2012

SHWAG’D – www.SHWAGD.com
POSITION SUMMARY: Creative + Designer + Mobile Developer

PROJECT SUMMARY: Building off the recent success of Instagram and Pinterest,
I created SHWAG’D as themed photo sharing tool. SHWAG'D is a convenient
and cool way to customize and share your photos with everyone. The process
was simple… take a picture, choose a theme, then share on social networks.
The app is currently available on the Google Play market, however it has not
been updated since mid-2011.

SLIDE & SEEK – www.SlideAndSeek.com
POSITION SUMMARY: Creative + Designer + Mobile Developer

PROJECT SUMMARY: Keeping with the trend of “Retro Gaming”, I created Slide
& Seek as a fun way to play "Hide & Seek" on your mobile device.
Users would sign in with their social network (Twitter, Facebook or Instagram)
and then decide to play against the computer or a friend. The opponent would
issue a challenge, i.e. “Find the person with the red hat” or “Find John Doe”.
The game board would feature pictures of the user’s social network friends
mixed in with random Google image search. And the user would have to slide
through the digital game board to find the right picture. Various variables
would be added to gameplay to make the game more challenging.
The app was never launched.

ATLANTA INFLUENCES EVERYTHING
2015 – 2020

POSITION : Founder & Chief Creative Officer
POSITION SUMMARY: After founding this brand in 2015 with my
business partner Bem Joiner, I performed all primary graphic design
and creative services for the brand. I built and maintained an
ecommerce website for the brand, as well as designed all
presentation decks
Atlanta Influences Everything is a creative consultancy, focused on
combining civic, corporate and cultural understanding to harness the
influence of Atlanta culture to do good and connect communities.
We are the voice of Atlanta.

JOHN MARSHALL LAW SCHOOL
2012 – 2020

POSITION : Web Developer
POSITION SUMMARY: My focus was the maintenance and
improvement of the web properties under the John Marshall Law
School brand, which included the main website, a website for
Savannah Law School, internal TV portals for both schools and law
journal websites for both schools.
I also stayed updated on new web-based properties and suggested
useful web tools for the staff to use.
Throughout my years here, I did a lot of graphic design and
interacted with the marketing and admissions departments heavily.

